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2 MW 110 GHz ECH HEATING SYSTEM FORDIII-D

C. MOELLER, R. PRATER, R. GALLI5, D. REMSEN, J. DOANE, VM.GARY, R. PHELPS, and M. TUPPER

General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, CaLifornia 92186-9784, USA ...

k 2 MW 110 GHz ECH system usingVa.dan0.5 MW gyrotronsisunder constructionforuse on the DIII-D
tokamak by late1991.Most ofthe componentsare beingaesignedand fabricatedat GeneralAtomics,including
thegyrotrontanks,superconductingmag'nets,and transmissionline.These components axeintendedforoperation
with I0 secondpulsesand,inthe future,with I MW _n-otrons.

I. INTRODUCTION

This ECH system isdesignedfor experimentson power supplyhas alreadybeen insta£1edand operated

H-mode physicsl non-inductively ECH driven plasma at pa$t o£ the existing 60 GHz 2 MW system. The

current (_500 kA), and .loca.lJzed heating for plasma gyrotron re&nJJator schematic in Figure i shows the ma-

stabilizationinthepresenceofsubstantialneutr_lbeam jorcomponents connectedtothe power supplyand the

power. The secondharmonicX-mode willbe launched gyrotron.System flexibilityrequiresthe capabilityfor

from theoutsideusinga mirrorthatcan be rotatedin gun anode modulation. Using two TH 5188 tubes

thepoloidaland toroidaldirection,_, allowson-oR"modulationwithper_oclsasshortas i0_s.

This fastresponsewillenabletransportstudiesusing

2. fiYROTRON SYSTEM pulse modulated ECH.

2.1. Power Supplies and Gyrotron Tanks A major feature is an advanced gyrotron heater con-

Neutral beam power supplies removed from the Liv- trol system, based on our experience with 60 GHz

ermore MFTF-B project will be modified /'or negative gyrotrons. This system includes:

polarity and for interlacing with DIII-D control sys- • Automatic current limited staxtup to the preset op-

terns. One power supply per 2 N[W of microwave power eratlng voltage.

is adequate for gyrotrons with 30% efficiency. One such • Regulation of the heater voltage to --1 inV.

I ...... i

FIGURE 1

_yro_.ron regulate# circuit schematic
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• Automatic compensation of heater voltage to main- In order to minimize residual stresses in the coils, the

rain constant cathode current, wire tension during coil winding was minimized, and a

• Capability of stepping the heater power to compen- filled epoxy with a thermal coefficient of expansion close

sate for emission loss due to cathode cooling during to that of copper was used. The magnets were designed

a pulse, to meet stringent transverse field specifications.

A gyrotron t,xo.k has two sealed compartments, each 2.3. Computer Control System

with a different oil leve]. This a.rra_gement allows the A. dedicated microVax computer has been program-

portion of the ta.nk which supports the gyrotron to be reed for commanding and/or monitoring most of the

lower than the electronics comparzment in order to con- gyrotron-related functions. These include gyrotron tim-

serve headroom in the gyrotron vault. All control and ing, heater and cathode current regulation, rf power and

signal interfaces to the the gyrotron tanks will be via gun-anode voltage, system status, waveform display and

fiber-optic links, because they provide superior noise recording. To allow the fastest possible shutdown dur-

immunity a.nd prevent crosstalk between systems, ing faults, such as arcing, hard-wired circuitry, is used.

2.2. Superconducting Magnets The cause of the fault is then archived by the computer.

The magnet system consists of twelve coils: two

main cavity coils, the gun bucking coil, the collector 3. TRANSMI3SION SYSTEM

coil, and two sets of four transverse steering coils, as 3.1. MajorFeatures

shown in Figure 2. All superconducting coils axe housed The major features of the transmission system shown

in a single cryostat. The helium vessel houses the in- schematically in Figure 3 are:

trinsically stable superconducting coils, and the liquid * A novel mode converter from the gyrotron TEls,2

helium inventory, can maintain the superconductivity mode to the HEr: mode in which the power is con-

for a minimum period of one week. The thermal ra- talned entirely in waveguide.

diation shield is cooled by liquid nitrogen. The power * A relatively small waveguide diameter (1.25 in.) for

supplies and magnet controls allow individual control transmission of the low-loss FIEtl mode.

of each coil, and quick charging and discharging of the • As all-vacuum system to insure reliability at high

coils, power.
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FIGURE 2.
Gvrotron magnet ¢ryostat cross-section.
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' FIGURE 3.
110 GHzwuveguidetransmissionsystem.

• A windowless system using di_er_ntial pumping to- The incident TEI,_,2 radiation is transferred to the

gether with a f_t shutter to avoid contaminating coaxiaJ, w-a.vegulde reBion by a large number ot az..id slots

the tokamak _cuum. ' equally spaced around the circu=uCerence of the common

• A quasi-optical launcher using a Steerable mirror, wall of the circular and coaz.ial w'_veguldes. The po-

3.2. TELs,= to HElz Mode Converter la.--ization is established by helical grooves in the coax.
ial way.de outer conductor, These grooves breakThis converter i has some similarity to quasi-optical
the nem" degeneracy of the coa_cial TE15,2 and TMts,tVlasov convertersin that the radiationinitiallytrav-

elshelicallya.ft_leavingtheinputcircularwavegulde, modes, both of'whichhave one radialvariationinthe
elec*.ricfield.One of the resultingnormal modes has

However,asshown inFigure4,theradiationiscon_..ned
an electricfieldparallelto the grooves,with the ra-

toa.nexternalcoa.xJalwaveg_'dethatisun.foldedinto
dialelectric5eldsuppressed.In orderthatthismoderectangularwaveguide.The pola.dzationcorrespondsto
be preferentiallycoupled,the dimensionsarc chosen

the low lossTE0t "tail":ectangulaxwaveguidemode.
such thal;ithas thesame cutoff"frequencyas theinput

circularwaveguideTEts,2mode.

DASHEDLINES: DIRECTIONOF After the coaxial resdon is unfolded into the ta.II fcc-

HELICALGROOVES tangularwaveguide,thegroovesin the outerconductor

E".; ""'_ "'_'''''''' " W are removed. A combined 180-deg, H-plan-. bend and

-'_ "-;_... '." "'. ". ". • PARTITION E-plane mirror allow a subsequent compact E-plane_ _'_-i'"'i', _ taper to rectamgular wavesn_Jde of more normal aspect

ratio.Corrugationsintroducedinthe broad waljandPAR taperedgraduallyfrom one-haLfto one-quax_erwave-
TE., ._-f-TM,,_,,z ,. \
(IN COAXIALGUIOE) _1'_'_ length in depth convert the TEl0 mode to a recta.ngu-

lax waveB-u.ide HEt_ mode. A corrugated E-plane taper

then brings this mode: to square waveguide with dimen-FIGURE 4,
The unwrappinK section within theTEts,2 _oHEft mode con- sions suitable for direct couplin_ to the HE_ mode in

verter that convertsa coaxial ;nput t:oan oversizedrectangular corruzated circular wavegtzJde.TEoz output.
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3.3. Corrugated1.25-;n. HEtl Waveguide for the HElz mode, for which the power is concen-

Corrugated wavegxdde can propagate the HEt_ mode trated neax the waveguide center. Face-cooled win-

with very low loss even in moderatel] small diane- dows with fluorocaxbon liquid axe unacceptable near

ters. For example, in 1.25-in. (31.8-mm) diameter at the tokamak.. Therefore, we have designed azl e_.cu-

110 GHz, the expected loss in ahmdnum is only about abed wave,tide system without _. window on the toka-

2,% in 40 meters, nak end. The relatively hi_ pumping resistance of the

One adva.ntage of the relatively small diameter is its small wave_n_ide diameter helps to reduce the impurity

insensitivity to mlsal;gnments. Similarly, it is possible in.flux into the tokamak to an acceptable level with a

to negotiate small angie bends in reasonable lengths, windowless transmission Line. After waveg_de bakeout

For example, a 22-deg. bend with a hyperbolic secant to I 100°C, this impurity influx is calculated to be less

curvature vaziation 2 can be made with negligible mode than 10-7 torr-Liter/see with the differential pumping

conversion in an arc length of 65 in. ' an-ang-ment shown in Fi_u'e 5. Under the same con-

Phase correcting mirrom 3 have been designed to ditioas, the most poorly pumped pa.ct of the waveguide

al.low the use of 90-deg. miter bends with low loss in will h_ve a pressure below 10-s torr.

this 1.25-in. size. The relatively small size edso provides To protect the tokamak vacuum from a catastrophic

relat!vely large losses for the high order modes that typ- leak, a fa._t shutter is located on the _Lvrotron side of the

icMly axe generated and reflected from miter bends, downstream pump (Figure 5). A better but slower seal

A machine has been constructed for d.i.rect mach.in- is provided by the conventional i.solation valve next to

ing of T-ft long corrugated aluminum waveguide sections the tokamak.

at rates grea_er than one foot per machine hour. A 3.5, Breakdcwn

vacuum seal and waveguide coupling has been designed The _rnproved power handling capability of the wave-

with a simple sleeve, snap Hngs,and a helicoflex seal on guide under vacuum is a direct consequence of the very.

the faces of the waveguides. This design eliminates any hlg_a frequency, which at low pressures is much larger

welding or brazing of i_.auges, than the collision frequency. Correspondingly, the power

3.4. Vacuum System absorbed by electrons from the microwave field is Very.

Long 10-second pulses at 0.5 MW (and 1 I_V in s.mall. 4

the future) make a window design, difficuJ.t, especially

; 1 _ I ,, 1,25 ill Ln WAVEGU_E

G_YOTROIi _ _-0

\
FIGURE5,

Vacuum pumping systemfor the wave_uidetramsmissionsystem.
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The rate of electron population increase due to ion- power deposition region in the plasma, appro_matel.v

ization is offset by the rate of _usion to the wave- I meter from the radiating waveguJde, 98% of the power

guide walls, At low pressures, breakdown occurs when is contained in a beam diameter of 13 cm. Rotation

the._;e rates are equal. For example, at 10 -2 torr in our of the flat mirror provides broad poloidal coverage .:,f

1.25-in. diameter waveguide, the field at breakdown ca.[- the DIII-D plasma. This mirror will also be rotatable

cuiated from simple theory "_is over 100 kV/,:m. (The torolda.lly, but in its initial construction this will require

peak HEll field at I MW is 23.7 kV/cm.) Consideration a machine vent.

of other electron loss mechanisms, imperfect ionization

et_.ciency, and the nonuniborm microwave field distribu- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

tion leads to much higher values of breakdown fields, s Some of" this work was supported by the U.S. De-
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below I0 -s torr and fields under 25 kV/cm, has a large 89EP,.51114.
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